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The Office of the Auditor

The missions of the Office of the Auditor are assigned by the Hawaii State Constitution
(Article VII, Section 10).  The primary mission is to conduct post audits of the transactions,
accounts, programs, and performance of public agencies.  A supplemental mission is to
conduct such other investigations and prepare such additional reports as may be directed by
the Legislature.

Under its assigned missions, the office conducts the following types of examinations:

1. Financial audits attest to the fairness of the financial statements of agencies.  They
examine the adequacy of the financial records and accounting and internal controls, and
they determine the legality and propriety of expenditures.

2. Management audits, which are also referred to as performance audits, examine the
effectiveness of programs or the efficiency of agencies or both.  These audits are also
called program audits, when they focus on whether programs are attaining the objectives
and results expected of them, and operations audits, when they examine how well
agencies are organized and managed and how efficiently they acquire and utilize
resources.

3. Sunset evaluations evaluate new professional and occupational licensing programs to
determine whether the programs should be terminated, continued, or modified.  These
evaluations are conducted in accordance with criteria established by statute.

4. Sunrise analyses are similar to sunset evaluations, but they apply to proposed rather than
existing regulatory programs.  Before a new professional and occupational licensing
program can be enacted, the statutes require that the measure be analyzed by the Office
of the Auditor as to its probable effects.

5. Health insurance analyses examine bills that propose to mandate certain health
insurance benefits.  Such bills cannot be enacted unless they are referred to the Office of
the Auditor for an assessment of the social and financial impact of the proposed
measure.

6. Analyses of proposed special funds and existing trust and revolving funds determine if
proposals to establish these funds are existing funds meet legislative criteria.

7. Procurement compliance audits and other procurement-related monitoring assist the
Legislature in overseeing government procurement practices.

8. Fiscal accountability reports analyze expenditures by the state Department of Education
in various areas.

9. Special studies respond to requests from both houses of the Legislature.  The studies
usually address specific problems for which the Legislature is seeking solutions.

Hawaii’s laws provide the Auditor with broad powers to examine all books, records, files,
papers, and documents and all financial affairs of every agency.  The Auditor also has the
authority to summon persons to produce records and to question persons under oath.
However, the Office of the Auditor exercises no control function, and its authority is limited to
reviewing, evaluating, and reporting on its findings and recommendations to the Legislature and
the Governor.
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